
WOULD YOU LIKE TO PROTECT YOUR CHILDREN FROM THE 
HARMFUL EFFECTS OF THE SUN? WOULD YOU AVOID THEM  
BEING BOTHERED BY TOO MUCH SUNSHINE? SKYFOL 
BABYGUARD IS THE PERFECT CHOICE FOR THE FAMILY.

Developed
for babies

Pleasant sunshine can easily turn troublesome while 
travelling, especially for young children – they cannot 
sleep, they are hot and become irritable; the journey 
can soon turn into a nightmare. The Skyfol BabyGuard 

window flm offers a perfect solution and provides a 
comfortable journey for young ones with its extremely 
strong heat protection.

Choose the SkyFol BabyGuard series, and activate the 
warranty online. We will replace SkyFol BabyGuard films 
free of charge in the unlikely event of demetallization, 

delamination and adhesive problems, for the time period 
you own the car.

http://www.autofolia.eu/elettartam_garancia

www.skyfol.hu

Technical details

 BABYGUARD 05  BABYGUARD 15  BABYGUARD 30  BABYGUARD 50  BABYGUARD 70

Total solar energy transmitted 5% 9% 16% 23% 35%

Total solar energy rejected 70% 67% 62% 57% 49%

Visible light transmission 5% 14% 30% 50% 67%

Visible light reflection 6% 6% 6% 8% 9%

UV filtering 99,9% 99,9% 99,9% 99,9% 99,9%

Warranty Limited Lifetime*

*E-warranty system based on online registration.



BabyGuard Dyed window Sunshade

Heat 
protection

Outstanding heat protection thanks to its 
structure made with nano-technology, 
for the ultimate protection of babies with 
no heat in the car

Factory-tinted windows filter visible light, 
but they do not filter the infrared range

Limited filtering of visible light and 
infrared radiation

Visibility Crystal clear, little ones will have perfect 
visibility Crystal clear Limited visibility, but it can be drawn

Light 
protection

5% light transmission especially for 
babies, 15% for parents for the rear 
windshield for optimal visibility

20% light transmission for the parents, 
which is not enough for babies

Available in one version, generally with a 
30-40% hole-structure

UV protection 99,9% UV protection to protect babies’ 
eyes

Because of their dark character, your 
pupils dilate. The level of UV protection is 
usually only around 40%

Because of their dark character, your 
pupils dilate. The level of UV protection is 
usually only around 40%

Security In case of breaking, chips of glass are held 
together by the film

In case of breaking, chips of glass are 
dangerous for passengers

In case of breaking, they provide partial 
protection against glass chips, which 
however get into the car

WHY SHOULD I GET A WINDOW FILM IF MY CAR WINDOWS ARE 
DYED OR I HAVE A FACTORY-BUILT SUNSHADE?
The table below demonstrates why window films are the most efficient shading solution on 
car windows.

www.skyfol.hu

The BabyGuard film filters radiation which enters through the car windows and decreases the travelling 
comfort of little ones

UV radiation Harmful children’s skin, in extreme cases it can cause 
unwanted mutations of the skin.

The BabyGuard series has increased UV protection thanks to 
its absorbent particles in its structure. 

Visible light
Too much visible light has a blurring effect. It gets reflected 
from screens, therefore strains the eye. 47% of energy comes 
from this range.

Thanks to its carbon-based pigments and patented dying 
technology, the BabyGuard series is the top of the industry 
today.

Infrared 
radiation

Creates an unwanted burning sensation on children’s skin.  
It is one of the most important ranges from the aspect of heat 
sensation.  53% of energy comes from this range.

The BabyGuard series contains IR inhibitors which strongly 
filter infrared radiation.

Professional heat protection
The BabyGuard series, which is produced 
using nano-technology, provides superior heat 
protection and eliminates the heat that gets 
into the car.

Up to 95% privacy control
Are you blinded by sunshine and cannot see the
screen of tablets? Make travelling comfortable
on the back seat while providing clear vision at
the same time.

99.9% UV fltering
The series has a unique UV protection of 
99.9%, as it utilizes the UV fltering materials of  
so-called „museum flms”, used for the 
protection of valuable objects from fading.

Aesthetic appearance
No more flitting pieces of cloth and sunshades. 
Would you use these ugly means on your car if 
there is a beautiful, aesthetic and professional 
solution to your problems? Of course not.

Only available from Skyfol
Skyfol BabyGuard is produced exclusively for
Skyfol by one of the leading manufacturers in
the world, using the most developed technology
to provide one of the strongest heat protection
performances available in the industry
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